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2018 might well go down as the year of
innovations with exciting new products
and technologies being released at global
platforms such as the Tire Technology
Expo and the Geneva Motor Show.
Now, we await to see what Tire Cologne,
being staged in Germany this week, will
showcase.
Very much in the spotlight this year, is
Pirelli. The company showcased their
continued success in Motorsport with the introduction of their all-new Cyber
Car and Connesso systems in Geneva. With the latest version to be introduced
on a global basis by the end of 2018 for major vehicle manufacturers, Cyber
Car is set to take the digitalization of cars into a new professional era by
enabling cars and tyres to talk to each other. To explain this in more detail in
our exclusive interview is Gianni Guidotti, Head of Pirelli’s Business Unit Cyber
Technologies.
This, together with several new product launches sets the stage for our feature
story which provides insight as to why tyre manufacturers in particular, flock to
world leading shows to announce new developments and release new products
to market.
Speaking of shows, the latest instalment of the bi-ennial show Tyrexpo Africa,
took place in Johannesburg in April to mixed reviews. For more on this story
turn to page 23.
And in this, our June edition, we introduce the first of our dedicated Company/
Organisation Profiles which will provide the industry with the perfect platform
to relay important information to its customers as well as to the trade. (Bear in
mind that 76.1% of SA TREADS demographic is made up of the end user.)
Be sure to check in with our online portal – www.satreads.com – which not
only provides daily news on the local and international tyre sector, but also
presents a multitude of marketing opportunities for the industry.
Catch our latest Editors Blog page on www.satreads.com
Till we meet again in spring…..stay warm!

On the cover Pieter Kruger, TIASA Chairman
Publishers Sky Publications cc • PO Box 702, Douglasdale, 2165
Tel: 011 658 0011 • Fax: 011 658 0010 • Cell: 082 851 6777
E-mail: satreads@mweb.co.za
Website: www.satreads.com
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One-on-One

•

PIRELLI UNLEASHES
CYBER TECHNOLOGY

ONE-ON-ONE WITH
GIANNI GUIDOTTI
Pirelli’s reputation in tyre design
and innovation is further being
cemented via the exciting release of
the company’s all-new Cyber Car and
Connesso systems. Both technologies
were unveiled at this year’s Geneva
Motor Show which took place in
Switzerland earlier this year.

Tell us more about these exciting new developments Gianni.

SA TREADS spoke exclusively with
Gianni Guidotti – Head of Business Unit
Cyber Technologies who gave us the
lowdown.

including the Milan Polytechnic Foundation for Smart Mobility and Berkeley

An important objective for Pirelli at this year’s Geneva Motor Show was to
present our Cyber Car digital revolution as part of Pirelli’s Cyber Technologies
platform. Cyber Car allows the tyre to directly interact with a car’s on-board
electronics and especially driver assistance systems to deliver important
information about a vehicle’s operation.
For more than 20 years, Pirelli’s scientists and researchers have been pursuing
the goal of making intelligent tyres. For this they have worked with partners
Wireless Research Center, filing 300 patents. Now that technology is ready for
use and will be available integrated into a car for the first time this year.
In simple terms, Cyber Car technology – dubbed the Cyber Car system – will
deliver key information to boost driver safety and performance.
Pirelli has worked with car manufacturers to integrate the technology and the
first car model fitted with the company’s Cyber Car platform is expected to

www.satreads.com
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be ready for market this year. It will be up to the car makers themselves what

tread groove and connecting via an app, interfaces with the driver providing

information they deliver to drivers and how – whether through the vehicle

key information.

dashboard, an app or a combination of both.
Though of complex architecture, Connesso is easy to use. A sensor embedded
Very exciting indeed Gianni. Tell us more.

in the tyre groove is connected to a control unit and to a smartphone running

Using a sensor housed inside the car tyre, the system can also produce

an app which in turn, is connected to the Pirelli Cloud to deliver information.

accurate real-time monitoring of temperature and pressure quite different to
that from a rim-based sensor. It is also the only technology to offer a dynamic

And unlike current pressure detection systems (TPMS) on cars, Pirelli

measure of tyre wear which is calculated by Pirelli by running the car’s data

Connesso is designed to work both when the car is moving and stationary.

through a specially-developed algorithm before feeding it back to the driver.
In short, with its digital capacities, Pirelli Connesso creates a network joining
In addition, the Cyber Car system can deliver data on the static vertical load

Pirelli, consumers and sales centres.

– the downward force applied to the tyre which is particularly important for
electric vehicles as it has an impact on battery life.

Already available in North America, the Pirelli Connesso system will now make
its debut in Europe aimed at the aftermarket sector. Connesso is a replacement

Cyber Car is also the only integrated system to offer Tyre ID. This is the passport

(stand-alone) version of the Cyber Car and is capable of contacting the nearest

of the tyre and can be logged with whatever details are required – from the

authorized Pirelli dealer to book a tyre change.

brand and size of the tyre, its load and pressure capacities to where the tyre was
produced and when. When used in conjunction with the information on the

Was the release of these new technologies the primary objective

static vertical load, the Tyre ID can be used to optimize tyre pressure and even

for Pirelli at the Geneva Motor Show?

the car’s chassis control system to improve car safety and control.

We have two main priorities at this time. Unveiling these important technologies
is definitely the first, however we are also aiming to further promote Pirelli’s

What’s more, Tyre ID makes it possible to offer new service features, such as

revolutionary larger tyres which have been a huge success. The brand is

an alert to change from summer to winter tyres or in the event of a puncture, a

completely dominating motorsport in tyres at the moment and we fully intend

repair team would be able to check the Tyre ID via the Cloud and come directly

to maintain this prestigious position in the future.

to you with a suitable replacement tyre.
The latest version of the Cyber Car will be introduced globally by the end of

4

How did the development of the Cyber Car come about?

2018 for major vehicle manufacturers, thereby taking the digitalization of cars

Cyber Car builds on the success of the Pirelli Connesso system which was the

into a new professional era and effectively enabling cars and tyres to talk to

first integrated tyre platform which by exploiting a sensor embedded in the

each other.
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Retreading Promotion

Mileage Matters . . .
Your fleet’s tyres serve a crucial role in every payload… Consider these statements
before you dismiss the role and value that tyres play in your fleet…
• Tyres are one of the major fleet operating costs.
• Tyres are the only contact between your vehicle/payload
and the road.
• Tyres can make the drive comfortable/uncomfortable and
affect driver performance.
• More than 40% of tyre failures in Bandag’s ProOosta
database are due to Operational reasons.
If one considers these statements, tyres are more than a
‘grudge purchase’. They are critical to your fleet operation
and their maintenance is equally critical.

To ensure you extract the best
possible mileage from your tyre
investment, follow these best practice
tyre maintenance guidelines:
• Invest in premium new tyres that can deliver optimum
mileage and future retreading possibilities.
• Select the correct tread pattern for your operation. Avoid

• Ensure vehicle alignment is carried out regularly. Vehicle
alignment has an impact on the longevity of your tyre
investments.
• Each wheel position carries with it a different burden
on the tyre. Think about the road camber or turning

using generic designs simply because it’s what was used

angles on your routes. Tyre rotation ensures that the

for the last forty years. Bandag have developed a range

wear experienced by different tyres in different wheel

of Application Specific tread patterns to deliver superior

positions can be mitigated by rotating tyres every 20,000

performance. Tap into our R&D!

– 25,000 km’s.

• Maintain correct tyre inflation to ensure your tyres make the

• Overloading is an expensive choice. The heat generation

right contact with the road. Correct tyre pressure can extend

as a result of overloading places enormous strain on tyres

tyre mileage substantially.

and could result in tyre failure. Worse is a tyre failure en-

• Match your tyres correctly to ensure one tyre is not carrying
more of the load. Dual tyres are used with a purpose in

route which could end up costing more than just a tyre.
• Choose tyre partners like Bandag and its professional

mind. Don’t ignore the strain mismatching can cause on tyre

franchisees to take care of your tyre needs while you

performance.

focus on managing your operations.

With Bandag, you don’t have to be a tyre expert. You just have to know one!
Bandag specialises in the manufacture of retreads and best-in-class after sales service. That’s what we do!
For more information on how you can benefit contact Bandag today on +27 11 439 6000 or visit www.bandag.co.za

With the reliability you get from Bandag, your ﬂeet can take on anything.

68182 Bandag
www.satreads.com
Strip Ad.indd 3

www.bandag.co.za
5/15/08 4:39:38 PM
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NEW TYRE
PRODUCTS
AND
INNOVATIONS
SHOWCASE
AT LEADING
SHOWS
Global tyre makers traditionally
seize the opportunity of a
dedicated tyre exhibition to
showcase new tyre designs and
innovations and this year was no
exception. Leading manufacturers,
among them Goodyear, Dunlop,
Pirelli, Yokohama, Cooper Tires and
Apollo, unveiled a number of new
products and technologies.
www.satreads.com
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The first of these important shows – the annual Tire Technology Expo –

Pirelli was chosen as the winner of the 2018 Tire Technology International

took place in February at the Deutsche Messe in Hannover, Germany which

Award for Innovation and Excellence at this show. This was in recognition

is the world’s largest event for tyre design, development and manufacturing

of the company’s strategic focus on high-value premium products

experts. This year the show was opened by Pierre Loiret of Michelin who

incorporating the creation of Prometeon and a renewed commitment to

commented on the forthcoming global standards for tyre RFID tracking.

research and development with the University of Mila resulting in the launch
of the Connesso ‘connected’ tyre (more on this in our Interview section).

Alongside this, presentations during the course of the first day
concentrated on connected and smart tyre technologies (read more on
this in our Interview section) and sustainability innovations whilst exhibitors
showcased everything from advanced silica reinforcement materials to
automated tyre labelling printers.

A new tread label automation system, the Chromaffix by Computype,
specially designed to seamlessly integrate with existing manufacturing
workflows and continually print and apply branded tread labels to tyres,
was another hit at the show in that it can integrate with tyre manufacturing
production lines and distribution centres to keep pace with current
throughput requirements. Centred on the linkage between the bead
barcode label and the retail-facing tread label, Chromaffix can print variable
information that combines product data with colour logos to give the
correct combination of static and variable label presentation.
Italian based Tekna used their appearance at this year’s Tire Technology
Expo to introduce its new innovative Vision Tire System 3D, a defect
detection machine that incorporates a 10 axis, seven camera operation.

Tekna’s innovative Vision Tire System 3D

8
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Outstanding all weather tyre for a fuel-efficient and comfortable drive. The DX390 is a high performance tyre for smaller
passenger cars. A dynamic tyre it offers a responsive drive in
all conditions.
* Tested by TÜV SÜD Product Service GmbH in July 2017 by order of Davanti Tyres Ltd. DX390, Tyre Size: 185/60 R15 84H;
Test Car: VW Polo VI (1.0 TSI). Test Locations: ATP Papenburg (D), TÜV SÜD Product Service (D), Neubiburg (D); Report
No. 713112133-BM.

RIGHT TYRES... RIGHT PRICE
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A robotic arm moves across the detection units in a pre-set pattern

as wear, temperature and pressure. Moreover, the system will emit a real-

(depending on the type of tyre being inspected) in order to capture any

time signal when a tyre needs servicing to extend its life.

defects on the inside or outside of the tyre and the system is able to
scan a tyre in 30 seconds.

In addition, and according to Mr Percy Lemaire, Director for Tire
Technology Europe, Middle East and Africa, Goodyear’s Oxygene concept
tyre is yet another ground-breaking product under development. Allegedly,
this specialty tyre presents a special driving formula that actually improves
air quality.
He said: “Oxygene quite simply takes the future of mobility to the next level
through a visionary solution for cleaner, safer and more sustainable urban
driving through a unique structure featuring living moss growing within
the sidewall. Together with the tyre’s smart tread design this combined
structure absorbs and circulates moisture and water from the road surface
to allow photosynthesis to form and release oxygen into the air to integrate
seamlessly into future city landscapes.”

As for the Geneva Motor Show, several notable

Also, with the recycling of worn tyres in mind, Oxygene features a non-

concepts and innovations were launched there too.

pneumatic construction that is 3D printed with rubber powder from recycled

Goodyear Dunlop launched a new world mobility

tyres to provide a long lasting, puncture-free solution to extend tyre life and

concept incorporating three new prototype tyres which

minimize maintenance. And, by generating its own electricity, the Oxygene

are currently in the development stage. The Goodyear

concept harvests the energy during photosynthesis to power its on-board

Intelligent tyre prototype for one, also includes a complete

sensors, an artificial intelligence processing unit and a light strip in the

tyre information system with tyre, sensors and cloud-based

sidewall with colour warning of imminent lane changes or braking.

algorithms working together to communicate in real-time
with dealers and operators through a mobile app, thereby

Always a prominent exhibitor at the Geneva Motor Show, Bridgestone

continuously updating and sharing data such tyre ID, status such

Europe presented their latest premium summer touring tyre – the

Goodyear’s Oxygene
Concept Tyre is set
to take the future of
tyre mobility to the
next level.
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Making their debut – Cooper Tires.
Turanza T005 which becomes immediately available
throughout the European market.

within Europe which includes the recently opened R&D Centre for passenger
tyres in The Netherlands.

Ms Liesbeth Denys, Head of PR and Corporate

Making their debut was Cooper Tire Europe who were promoting their

Communications Europe told SA TREADS that the

official tyre supplier to London-based Chelsea Truck Company, specialists

Turanza has been designed directly from research into

in serious outdoor adventure and urban environment vehicles. SA TREADS

touring car drivers’ expectations for the future. Also

spoke with Mr Jaap Van Wessum, European Sales Director and Mr Michiel

on display, were the company’s popular flagship tyre

Kramer, Marketing Director who stated that following over 100 years of

ranges including the DriveGuard UHP pattern which

experience in the tyre industry – primarily in the replacement market –

specializes in continued driving at a maximum speed of

Cooper Tire Europe had recently become increasingly involved in a number

80km for up to 80kph in the event of a puncture.

of innovative original equipment projects.

As for Apollo Vredestein, they too used this

So, on prominent display on the Chelsea Truck Company’s booth were a

year’s show to specifically launch two new high

series of individual and personalized Cooper 4x4 tyre patterns to suit every

performance tyres – the Apollo Alnac 4G and

task both on and off the road. Taking centre-stage was the Cooper A/T3

the Vredestein Ultrac Vorti R as part of the

Sport pattern which is fitted the highly acclaimed Civilian 6x6 off road vehicle.

company’s dedicated aim to
further increase their
growing profile

Allegedly, a final reason for deciding to exhibit at the show was to
further highlight Cooper Tire’s involvement with the OE market.
Traditionally, international shows such as these present a platform for
manufacturers to showcase their latest innovations and products. This year
was no exception with global players flocking to these venues to represent
their companies and products.

www.satreads.com
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Treadzone offers tried and
tested high quality products
across all segments for the
Southern African tyre market.

treadzone
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TIASA MAKING
INROADS INTO
IMPORTANT
INDUSTRY ISSUES
MEMBER BENEFITS OUTLINED

Conventional wisdom has it that necessity
is the mother of invention. Enter TIASA
(Tyre Importers Association of South
Africa) a dedicated umbrella body to
cater for the needs and concerns of
bona fide tyre importers. Six years have
passed since TIASA was first established
in 2012 and in that time, the Association
has made great strides in addressing the
needs of its members, who much like its
founder and former Chairman Charl de
Villiers, are desperately seeking solutions
to the daily challenges their businesses
are encountering. Topping the list of
concerns are stoppages at Customs
coupled with mounting demurrage fees
which are not only crippling their bank
balances but preventing them from
delivering an efficient service to their
customers.

P

rior to TIASA, de Villiers had made several attempts to
secure a meeting with the relevant authorities to discuss his
concerns. The only problem was, SARS, NRCS, DEAT and DTI
were unwilling to liaise with individual companies. And this

was when the idea was borne to form an official organisation to address
and hopefully resolve, important issues such as these.

Container stoppages – the lowdown
The inspection of tyre containers is complex. Stoppages can be initiated
for a variety of reasons by three separate departments, SARS, NRCS
or SAPS. Whilst SARS is primarily responsible for ensuring that the
shipment correlates with the documentation that is presented and that
the consignment has not purposely been devalued in a bid to avoid
paying import duties, NRCS is preoccupied with tyre homologation.
And to add fuel to the fire the role of the South African Police Service
is to intercept illegal practices such as drug trafficking. Unscrupulous
offenders have been known to smuggle illegal substances by hiding
them among what appears to be a legitimate tyre shipment. Should a
container be stopped for any of these reasons and should this occur
prior to a weekend or holiday period, demurrage fees can mount very
quickly. To make matters worse, whilst tyre consignments are insured

www.satreads.com
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Pieter Kruger, Charl de Villiers and Alida Mouton sit on the TIASA board.
against possible hi-jacking, no insurer currently will cover downtime and
the ensuing charges in the event of a stoppage.
Sometimes, a container will be put through a scanning process but
should further inspection be deemed necessary, the consignment will
undergo a ‘tailgate inspection’ or even a full unpack in many cases. This
is a nightmare scenario for importers as tyres are packed in a specific way
at point of origin.
“Customs officials cannot be expected to know the correct procedure for

❝
Customs officials cannot be expected to know
the correct procedure for packing tyres
into a container which usually means that they
are unable to fit the entire tyre consignment
back into the container after inspection

❞
Pieter Kruger, Chairman TIASA

packing tyres into a container which usually means that they are unable to
fit the entire tyre consignment back into the container after inspection,”
explains Pieter Kruger, current Chairman of TIASA.

out. Whilst the system is not perfect and the application can take up to 48
hours to process, it does offer some relief to importers.

Through the efforts of TIASA, reputable importers are now able to apply
for an Embargo Release in a case like this which will allow the container to

Clearing agent, (also known as a customs broker), Savino del Bene, are

be transported to their premises after which the inspection can be carried

further spearheading and facilitating the process with both and Treasury

TIASA

TIASA MEMBERS
ATS

AUTO & Truck Tyres

BOTO

Lombard Tyres

PIRELLI

AFIX TRADING

Green Meta forge

Cooper tires

MICHELIN

Maxxis Tyres

REIVILO Industrial

Stamford tyres

SA TYRE Distributors

Tandem Tyres

Thomas tyres

treadzone
TI AUTO INVESTMENTS

Treadzone

TUbestone

and Academia (University of the North West), alongise the South African
Freight Forwarding Association to try to find long-term solutions to these
issues. Savino del Bene, described by board members as a reputable and
professional logistics company, services close on 75% of the tyre imports
coming into South Africa.
Savino del Bene recently embarked on a 25-month Risk Management
Study in a bid to minimize disruption to the supply chain, findings
of which were subsequently submitted to SARS. Of the 3.5 million
transactions carried out by 35 000 tyre importers, 78.3% of these were

•

•

TIASA

Stoppages at Customs can result in heavy demurrage fees.
processed without incident. The balance (21.7%) of declarations that
were delayed was mostly due to administration or freight flaws on the
documentation, with only 0.72% of these as a result of industry mistakes

❝

which needed correction. Whilst these were mostly minor infractions, the

21.7% of declarations delayed

final processing of these containers was considerably delayed resulting

were mostly due to admin or
freight flaws.

in sizeable losses for the importers. Savino del Bene, TIASA and SARS
are now working on implementing a more scientific approach for the Tyre
Vertical Market as a way to ensure efficiencies and minimize risk.

❞
Pieter Kruger, Chairman TIASA

SARS has implemented the Preferred Trader programme to minimise the
cost of potential stops which although lengthy and somewhat tedious,
is highly recommended according to TIASA. The process will involve an

16
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Currently, imported tyres account for more than 60% of total sales in SA.

initial audit of the applicant company carried out by SARS. The down side

As to the reason why some containers are stopped while others sail

is that this may result in penalties should the paperwork found not be in

straight through, it would be difficult to speculate. As already mentioned,

order. And it may require time and resources to bring it up to standard.

incorrect documentation may play a significant role in this as would

But when done, it would go a long way towards speeding up the clearing

switching clearing agents as this is said to send out alarm bells to SARS

of their consignments.

personnel. Allegedly, less reputable clearing agents are more likely to be
complicit in supporting or concealing illicit practices than their honourable

Of course, the importance of Customs involvement in identifying and

counterparts. Other reasons can be put down to random searches or a

revealing under-declaration practices cannot be emphasised enough as

tip-off that a container load posing for new tyres may in fact contain worn

these illicit actions impact adversely on the market, making it impossible

tyres for resale to the replacement market.

for reputable importers of tyres, or even local new tyre producers for that
matter, to compete on a level playing field.

Through a specially set up Tyre Forum, TIASA has also been working
closely with all relevant government bodies as well as SARS in an attempt

The challenge lies in streamlining the process so that random inspections

to problem solve for its members. As an example, TIASA board members

are minimized and container stoppages are processed more timeously

(elected by the members), engage with NRCS by way of quarterly

and this is where TIASAs efforts over the years have borne fruit, with two

meetings, to iron out problems being experienced with the length of time

dedicated SARS officials now working closely with both TIASA and Savino

the homologation process typically takes.

del Bene to find workable solutions. What is more, members can now
email their individual issues and concerns directly to SARS personnel to

In addition, they are successfully engaging in a training programme

follow up.

with NRCS to provide their members with a better understanding of
the homologation process. According to the NRCS, the major problem

❝
The importance of Customs involvement in
identifying and revealing under-declaration
practices cannot be emphasised enough.

❞
Pieter Kruger, Chairman TIASA

with processing lies with documentation not being presented in full or
correctly, thus causing delays. Currently, the process can take up to 120
days which is within keeping of the global norm. NRCS are developing a
new programme whereby applications can be done online and this would
go a long way towards speeding up the process, however, the online
programme is still in its infancy stage which means that for the time
being, TIASA will need to continue assisting its members with respect
to the correct required procedures and documents to submit in order to
alleviate frustration.

18
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Proudly South African, Tandem Tyres is a major supplier of PCR, LTR,
OTR, AGR and Industrial tyres with distribution channels throughout
South Africa, Africa and beyond. We market and import a range of high
quality tyres, and pride ourselves on exceptional service, uncompromising
efficiencies and affordability. We are your complete tyre solution!
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TIASA

Claiming back of the recycling fee for exports is being addressed with SARS by TIASA.

Of course, establishing a similar working platform with the SAPS presents

“Our role as TIASA is to resolve our members’ problems as quickly as

a bigger challenge but one that TIASA is willing to explore further.

possible by pointing them to the correct respective person within these
government bodies,” says Kruger, who further states that the financial

Membership benefits summed up

savings alone for some members far exceed the annual membership fee

Without an organisation like TIASA, importers would have no say or

(Registration fee: R15 000, plus R12 000 per annum).

representation at SARS, NRCS, ITAC, DEA and DTI. Any problems they
may be experiencing would remain unresolved.

Given the extensive relationship building that has been invested over the
past six years, membership to TIASA serves as an accreditation of sorts

Another form of protection that TIASA offers its members is in the area

in the eyes of the relevant government departments. In turn, TIASA, in its

of waste tyre management and disposal. During the last few years TIASA

Constitution, calls for its members to be transparent and of good standing

has worked closely with DEA and SATMC to bring an end to the REDISA

if they are to qualify and benefit from its service offering.

era. Action plans were discussed before being implemented with TIASA
and the SATMC both joining the minister in the legal proceedings against
REDISA.
“Collectively, we did everything in our power to support the minister in
bringing about the demise of the corrupt entity that was Redisa,” claims
Kruger. “TIASA will further attend the next meeting with DEA and other

❝

stakeholders in Pretoria in May where after the DEA will embark on a

Our role as TIASA is to

roadshow to all the various provinces. The purpose of this meeting is to

resolve members’ problems as

establish a Waste Tyre Forum together with a potential CEO, to obtain

quickly as possible.

industry comment and to receive an update on the liquidation and legal
process.
“Also on our agenda is the claiming back of the recycling fee for exports
which we will be taking up with SARS next week in order to establish the
claiming back procedure.

20
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TYREXPO AFRICA
– AN OVERVIEW

The latest instalment of the biennial
Tyrexpo Africa show, held in April,
achieved mix reviews. Hailed by some
as useful and well organized, others
voiced concern over the seemingly
shrinking numbers, both by way of
exhibitors and visitors.

To give Singex their due, as the organisers, they did everything in their
power to appease some of the concerns arising from the previous show
by introducing initiatives such as the TyreTalk Seminar and a business
matching service. They even went so far as to change the venue to the
Gallagher Convention Centre in Midrand, following feedback that the
Sandton Convention was not as readily accessible due to location and
traffic congestion.
Evidently, some of these new initiatives worked with 60 recorded

www.satreads.com
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successful business matches having taken place during the three-day

SA TREADS also went on a fact-finding mission to gather more

event and some good contacts being made.

feedback. Of particular interest to us was the perceived benefit to the
local exhibitors, of which there were few.
O’Green Metaforge seized on the opportunity to launch its Backlion TBR
range in South Africa. This is the third time that this South African importer
and distributor of tyres and rims has exhibited at the show. According to
Glen Brothers, CEO, the team was particularly looking to make contact
with potential partner companies in neighbouring African countries.
He said: “Being at the show is always worthwhile but the event seems
to get smaller every time which I feel is because there are too many
tyre shows taking place around the world making it a highly competitive
market at present.”
Locally based Exclusive Wheels and Tyres also had a sizeable presence
to showcase their tyre and new wheel rim range, as did Stamford Tyres
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who introduced new Firenza PCR pattern designs alongside the Firenza

venue at Gallagher mediocre, in my view, unlike the previous venue in

ST22 entry level pattern produced in Asia.

Sandton which was far superior in all aspects. This may partly explain the
reduced attendance but there is no question that the general economic

When asked, Larry Lee, Stamford Tyres Vice President for International

environment in South Africa also played a role,” he said.

Distribution said that the show was the perfect stage to further
demonstrate the company’s new philosophy of offering tyres for

He added: “Looking to the future, I believe the Expo could be greatly

all market sectors from entry level right through to high end on a

enhanced if the organisers could find a way to attract global, famous

worldwide basis.

brand exhibitors such as Michelin, Bridgestone, Goodyear, Continental,
Pirelli, to name but a few. This would elevate the image of the show to

Transafrica Tyre & Wheel, representing the imported BOTO brand of

an altogether different level, similar to that of Essen, Tire Cologne or

tyres was also there. Ken Martin argued that while the show still remains

Bologna. Unfortunately, right now it is viewed by many as a gathering of

an important event and is a fundamental element of the company’s

lesser known, eastern origin traders and manufacturers.”

ongoing brand building strategy, in general, he found this year’s show
to be disappointing.

Indeed, the growing number of small traders from the Far East that we
have come to know at this show were there plying their trade, to the

“Sadly, my perception during the course of the three days was that

mounting concern of the local tyre industry which is currently looking

the number of exhibitors as well as overall attendance was down. The

to combat the rising number of unknown brands entering the country.

www.satreads.com
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That said, we met up with one or two interesting exhibitors from Europe

appearance as an exhibitor at the show in a bid to find new companies

who were making their debut. Northern Irish Gradeall International took the

to possibly appoint as partner distributors in the garage and retreading

opportunity to present their tyre processing package for Southern Africa.

markets.

The company’s Director, Conor Murphy stated that his company’s twin
objectives for exhibiting were to re-establish business partnership contacts

Said Marco Salvadori: “Our ultimate objective is to appoint an ambitious

in SA following the collapse of REDISA, alongside showcasing their complete

distributor in South Africa who can successfully promote and sell our

tyre processing package comprising the Gradeall MKii tyre baler and sidewall

products throughout the southern region of the African continent.”

cutter (with tread cutter). Gradeall manufactures specialist machines for the
compaction of tyres and for dissecting tyres to significantly reduce the volume

Arguably, there is a need for a dedicated show such as this on the

of waste tyres which can then be transported more easily and effectively to

continent. If used correctly, the show can provide the perfect platform

recycling centres and also exported overseas if required in smaller loads.

for local companies to network and expand their business into the
continent while overseas companies can further their business interests

“We held several business partnerships in South Africa before the

on the African continent by establishing meaningful contacts and

demise of REDISA so at this show Gradeall is looking to secure other

partners who can represent their products.

avenues of business for our equipment,” said Murphy.
The challenge now is how to go about elevating the show to that next
Italian based tyre retreading specialists – Salavadori made their third
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“The event has been

“Great show! Well-

“Gave us a chance to

great so far. It has

organised tyre

network personally”

helped us to meet many

tradeshow.”

players in the South

– Sibusiso Ntuli, Siyakhanda

•

– Velten Bassermann, CFP Tyres Pty Ltd,
South Africa

African market.”

– Raymond Wong,
Technical Sales Manager,
Sun Rubber Industry Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

“Day 1 was great! If

“I was able to find what I
was looking for.”

– Nelisiwe Yolanda Nkabinde,
Izimbokodo Cooperative Limited,
South Africa

this continues on Day
2 & 3, it would be an
incredible show.”

– AB Evans, Sales Director,
Global Tap, South Africa

“This (the service) made
it easy for us to see
the different brands(the
exhibitors)”

– Amaan Hameed, Kwikfit Commando Bande,
South Africa

“Great show! Good
contacts for exporting/
importing tyres.”

– Ivan Schultz, R & I Tyres, South Africa

www.satreads.com
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Goodyear Launches New
Light Tonnage Truck Tyres
with increased robustness for all road conditions
and vehicle types (diesel, hybrid and electric)
Twenty new 17.5” and 19.5” steer and drive axle truck tyres
Goodyear is launching new KMAX S and KMAX D 17.5” and 19.5”

with 17.5” and 19.5” rims. These are extremely robust and versatile

steer and drive axle tyres to satisfy the customer need for robustness,

tyres, ideal for all road conditions and vehicles. They also consider the

versatility, good performance in all weather conditions and at low cost

development of new vehicles and technology that is increasingly seeing

per kilometer. The new tyres have further been developed for new

hybrid and electric power being introduced,” said Benjamin Willot,

drive modes such as hybrid and electric as well as conventional diesel

Director Goodyear Marketing Commercial Tyres Europe.

power. High mileage has been the specific development goal for these
tyres while at the same time prioritising strong traction, precise steering

“KMAX tyres are for operators whose vehicles are predominantly

and high levels of durability for vehicles operating over long distances

involved in distribution where high mileage is the main economic

in regional distribution and urban traffic.

requirement. In combination with the wide range of fleet support
services and solutions that Trentyre, supported by Goodyear offers,

The new KMAX S and KMAX D tyres will be available from April 2018

these products ensure peace of mind and profitable business.”

(see chart below). They will replace the Goodyear RHS II steer tyre and
RHD II (+) respectively and are based on proven KMAX Technology

KMAX S

in combination with robust carcass construction.

The KMAX S steer tyre tread pattern

Compared with

the previous products the advantages that help reduce operating

features a robust 4-rib design on

costs include high mileage performance in all applications, functional

245/70R17.5 and 265/70R17.5

versatility in a wide range of services along with durability in adverse

sizes, and a 5-rib design on all

service conditions. Both steer and drive designs comply with current

others.

and future known winter tyre regulations. Low energy consumption,

feature of these tyres thanks

thanks to optimized rolling resistance, means cool running and

to a high net-to-gross ratio and

improved fuel economy.

inter-rib stiffeners. The multi-radius

Precise handing is a

saw-tooth shoulder groove designs
“The new tyres we are launching extend our successful KMAX high

provide improved robustness and a life-

mileage range to meet the needs for customers operating lighter trucks

long aggressive design ensures even wear in all working conditions

New Tyres
17.5” sizes
Size
205/75R17.5
215/75R17.5
225/75R17.5
235/75R17.5
245/70R17.5
265/70R17.5
205/75R17.5
215/75R17.5
225/75R17.5
235/75R17.5
245/70R17.5
265/70R17.5
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Design
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D

LI 1S
124
128
129
132
136
139
124
126
129
132
136
139
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LI 2D
122
126
127
130
134
136
122
124
127
130
134
136

SS1
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

LI 2S

LI 2D SS2

126

124

G

Intro
April
April
April
April
May
Aug
April
April
April
April
May
Aug

New Tyres
17.5” sizes
Size
205/75R17.5
215/75R17.5
225/75R17.5
235/75R17.5
245/70R17.5
265/70R17.5
205/75R17.5
215/75R17.5
225/75R17.5
235/75R17.5
245/70R17.5
265/70R17.5

Design
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX S
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D
KMAX D

LI 1S
124
128
129
132
136
139
124
126
129
132
136
139

LI 2D
122
126
127
130
134
136
122
124
127
130
134
136

SS1
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

LI 2S

LI 2D SS2

126

124

G

Intro
April
April
April
April
May
Aug
April
April
April
April
May
Aug

WHEEL SERVICE EQUIPMENT

throughout the tyre life. Good braking performance is maintained



through all wear stages.

KMAX D
The directional tread pattern
on the KMAX D drive
tyre improves traction
thanks to its directional

Open
blades

grooves

and

assist

with

traction on all surfaces and
shoulder tie-bars reinforce the
ribs to provide tear resistance in
high torque applications. Optimized stiffness and an improved late life
traction ratio come from progressive centerline humps. An aggressive
pattern remains until tread life end, thus ensuring high mileage, stable
handling and good traction even when worn.
Both the KMAX S and KMAX D feature premium high abrasion-resistant
tread compounds for extended mileage, cool running and optimized
rolling resistance. The strong belt structure of the construction resists
impacts while providing comfort and durability. The robust bead area
further copes with a high variability of loads, giving durability and peace
of mind for the user.
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Dunlop rolls out new all-terrain tyre
Sumitomo Rubber South Africa (PTY) LTD (SRSA),
manufacturer of the popular Dunlop tyre brand,
has launched a new, no-nonsense, all-terrain tyre
with a reinforced 3-ply sidewall ideal for off-road
travel, adventure and exploration.
The innovative Grandtrek AT3G is an enhancement of Dunlop’s legendary
Grandtrek AT1 radial tyre for the 4x4 and SUV market, which has been an
Original Equipment specification on selected Toyota Landcruiser 70 Series
models as a 265/70 R16.
However, the AT3G offers a variety of modifications for even more rugged
performance off the beaten track. Chief amongst these is the heftier 3-ply
sidewall that provides superior strength, improved high load capacity,
better resistance to cuts and punctures than the standard 2-ply sidewall.
This translates into the ability to load your vehicle and trailer to the limit, and
go off the beaten track with confidence.
Riaz Haffejee, CEO of SRSA said: “This is the tyre of choice for 4x4
enthusiasts embarking on bumpy overland adventures to commercial users
venturing into tough, rural terrain regularly. Thirteen tyre sizes available with
this product give it immense appeal as an aftermarket fitment for any leading
off-road vehicle that demands rough and tough performance from a tyre.”
SRSA’s two-phase, multi-billion-rand investment into its Ladysmith
manufacturing plant will see SRSA increasing the output of high-quality
passenger and SUV tyres, such as the AT3G, in the future.

The AT3G was put through its paces in mid2017 when world-renowned professional
adventurer Peter van Kets, photo-journalist
Jacques Marais and crew set off on a
mountain biking trip from the Angolan
border through the unforgiving yet
beautiful terrains along the Namibian
desert edge to Walvis Bay. Their support vehicles were shod with the new
Dunlop tyre. Post-trip inspection showed the AT3G tyres had surpassed
all expectations, overcoming shale, rocks, sand, gravel and tar to emerge
from the over 7000km journey barely worn and only with minor scuffing.
Peter van Kets said, “We put these tyres through their paces on normal long
highway driving, as well as the worst encounters of off-road driving, being it
gravel, soft sand or razor-sharp shale. No failures and the tyres just ate up
whatever we threw at it. I’m currently driving my personal vehicle on the
AT3G as well and enjoying the everyday performance both on- and off-road.”
Independent testing by a Gerotek test driver demonstrated that the AT3G
out-performed competitors for wet handling, wet braking and overall
performance across terrains including loose rock, sand and gravel road.
These results were further verified in a recent all terrain tyre test by SA
4x4 Magazine and run in their March issue, where the AT3G comfortably
outperformed the only other 3-ply competitor in the test.
The 13 sizes on offer for the tyre cover a wide variety of vehicles and add
to Dunlop’s already impressive SUV/4x4 range from Original Equipment
specified highway terrain patterns to serious off-road adventure tyres.
The AT3G is currently manufactured at the Sumitomo Rubber Industries
factory in Thailand, but will be available from Dunlop Zone dealers and
selected 4x4 specialist dealerships during the month of April 2018.
For more, visit http://www.dunloptyres.co.za/
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Locally Manufactured FALKEN Tyre selected as OE
fitment for the popular Volkswagen Polo Hatch

Sumitomo Rubber South Africa (PTY) LTD
(SRSA) is proud to have been selected
as one of the tyre suppliers for the
latest Volkswagen Polo Hatch models.
SRSA, who manufacturer the popular
Falken tyre, have successfully adhered to
Volkswagen’s stringent technical, process
and product audit requirements.

since 1996. Volkswagen Group South Africa will manufacture
133 000 Polo’s in 2018 with this increasing to in excess of 160
000 in 2019. The popularity of the Polo has been acknowledged
through numerous awards globally and locally.
“The new Falken SN832A and ZE914A are the perfect
complement for the vehicle, featuring superb wet grip, low
drive-by noise and comfort. The tyre combines all three critical
benefits for passenger tyres namely versatility, durability and

The OE agreement enables SRSA to supply locally manufactured

performance. We’re very proud to have been chosen as one of

FALKEN tyres to Volkswagen South Africa for the new VW Polo

the OE suppliers for this vehicle in the Volkswagen stable”, said

Hatch assembled locally and exported around the globe.

Riaz Haffejee CEO of Sumitomo Rubber South Africa.

The development of this world class tyre is one of the

The new Volkswagen Polo Hatch is already on sale across South

outputs from SRSA’s R 1.1-billion-rand investment into their

Africa.

manufacturing plant making it a progressive and modern tyre
factory. This investment has made it possible to take a European

The tyre will be distributed in South Africa through Stamford

specification tyre and manufacture it locally to global standards.

Tyres, the accredited Falken dealer in this region.

The Volkswagen Polo Hatch has been part of South Africans’ lives

For more information on Sumitomo Rubber, visit www.srigroup.co.za
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Tiger Wheel & Tyre opens three new
stores, Soweto, Musina, Noordhoek
New Tiger Wheel & Tyre Store Gets
Unprecedented Welcome in Soweto
A long awaited Tiger Wheel & Tyre store has opened in Soweto, at 10894

showroom. Product fitment, in turn,

Klipspruit Valley Road, Orlando West. The store’s opening comes in

takes place in the ultra hi-tech fitment

response to massive demand from Soweto residents, who keenly followed

centre, which boasts five fitment

the store’s construction and eagerly anticipated the day of its opening. The

and two wheel alignment bays that

store is now open and operating under the capable supervision of Store

incorporate the very latest and most

Manager, Sape Mailula, who is ably assisted by a team of highly trained and

advanced technology.

motivated technical and sales personnel.

❝It’s

thrilling for us to

see just how excited
motorists are about this
new store

❞

Sape Mailula

Tyre brands include Continental,

“It’s thrilling for us to see just how excited motorists are about this new

Yokohama, Hankook, Michelin, Goodyear, Pirelli, BFGoodrich and Tiger

store, and to be welcomed to the neighborhood with such warm hospitality

Wheel & Tyre’s own exclusive Velocity tyre brand, while wheel brands

and open arms is a real privilege,” said Mailula. “We’ve had many visitors
to the store already and I’d like to extend an open invitation to all vehicle
owners to take a few minutes and come visit Tiger Wheel & Tyre Soweto.

include TSW, Black Rhino, Racing Hart Concepts, and Turn 1T, among
others. Automotive battery brands include ATLASBX, Duracell, and Turn1T.

Even if you may not need our products or services at the moment, but

Tiger Wheel & Tyre’s exceptional reputation was built on the efforts of staff

stop in and see what we’re all about. So when you do need wheels, tyres, a

at all of its stores throughout Southern Africa, and is based on its delivery

new automotive battery, wheel alignment or rotation, or even just puncture

of unequalled customer service and only the best quality products, installed

repair, you’ll know what your options are.”

using the most advanced techniques and technology.

Product-wise those options include an extensive selection of tyres, wheels,

“It is this philosophy that sets our brand head and shoulders above our

automotive batteries and select accessories from the world’s most trusted

competitors, and we are really excited to demonstrate this brand philosophy

brand names. These products can be viewed in the store’s impressive

in action, to Soweto motorists,” concluded Mailula.

Beeld Readers’ Rate Tiger Wheel & Tyre Tops in Readers’ Choice Awards
Tiger Wheel & Tyre, the most award-winning brand in Southern

our customers’ expectations. It’s that effort which makes it

Africa’s retail wheel and tyre industry, today announced that

all the more meaningful to us to receive this award based on

it has won the Beeld newspaper’s “Leserskeuse” (Readers’

the votes of the very people we work so hard to please,” said

Choice) Award for the sixth consecutive year, in the Tyre

Group Marketing Executive, Joe du Plooy. “On behalf of all

Suppliers category.
The Afrikaans daily newspaper published the results of its 2018 Readers’
Choice Awards in today’s edition of Beeld, naming a Platinum, Gold, and Silver

by you.”

winner in each of its award categories. As is customary, the awards are based

To learn more about Tiger Wheel & Tyre, its products, services, and the many

entirely on the votes of newspaper readers and as such reflect the majority

other accolades it has received, visit the website www.twt.to. Customers can

views of the general public.
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who proudly wear the Tiger Wheel & Tyre colours, a big thank
you to those readers who voted for us. We love knowing that we’re doing right

also shop online, and online shoppers have the option to “Book A Bay” online,

“It’s a great honour to be named the first-place Platinum Award winner in the

to have their newly purchased products fitted and services performed at the

Beeld Readers’ Choice awards. Day in and day out, across this great nation,

time and store of their choosing. What’s more is that right now, all fitment

Tiger Wheel & Tyre employees work tirelessly to not just meet but to exceed

services purchased online are subject to a huge, 40% introductory discount.
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#FirestoneINDY500
Competition Winners
It was all smiles and uncontainable excitement for Nkiti Shumeni and
Paresh Maken and their partners when they departed from the O.R
Tambo International Airport last night to experience for the first time, the
greatest spectacle in racing: the 2018 Indy 500. The treat is their prize
as winners of the #FirestoneINDY500 once in a lifetime competition.
Nkiti from Vereeniging is a lucky draw winner after entering the
competition by simply buying Firestone tyres at a SupaQuick out of
about 20 000 entries and Paresh is a lucky draw winner who entered
the DSTV INDY 500 competition. Their prizes include an all-expenses
paid five-night Firestone VIP trip to the Indy 500 including access to the
Firestone Legends day concert.
“The Indy 500 is one of the most prestigious international motorsport

over the famous Memorial Day Weekend and attracts crowds of over 300 000.

races, so we are very grateful for this once in a lifetime opportunity
bearing in mind that it’s our first trip to the US. We are looking forward

“We wanted to give at least two South Africans and their partners a

to getting up close and personal with the masterfully engineered beasts

chance to experience one of the world’s largest sporting events - It’s one

and their drivers. Hopefully we will catch some selfies with them!” said

of those bucket list experiences. The race is undeniably respected and

Paresh.

carries so much history with it, so we are delighted to enable customers
like Nkiti and Paresh to feel, see and take in the entire experience of the

The Indianapolis 500 is considered part of the Triple Crown of Motorsport,

2018 Indy 500. The grandness that comes with the Indy 500 makes this

which comprises three of the most prestigious motorsports events in the

an important event in their lives and we are so glad to offer that to them.”

world, including the Monaco Grand Prix and the 24 Hours of Le Mans. It occurs

said Thandeka Ngoma, Marketing Executive at Bridgestone.

Goodyear Wranglers keep anti-poaching vehicles on track
Goodyear Wranglers are the tyre of choice
for rangers of the Forever Wild Rhino
Protection Initiative team. This is the seventh
year that the tyre manufacturer is sponsoring
the rugged, all terrain 4x4 tyres to help give
the anti-poaching teams an advantage when
patrolling the country’s nature reserves.
“Goodyear is proud to be a partner that
assists proactive rhino protection and antipoaching activities. As a leading 4x4 tyre
brand in South Africa we are honoured that
Goodyear Wrangler All-Terrain Adventure
tyres were the rangers’ tyre of choice and
contributes to their safety and comfort on
challenging terrain,” says Tracy Maclear,
Goodyear South Africa Group Marketing &
Brand Manager.
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Goodyear presents top
technologies at The Tyre
Cologne 2018

New tire
management
software from Vipal
Rubber technology

• Award-winning: Photosynthesis ‘Oxygene’ tyre takes home
Creative Award

The new platform makes it possible to control, measure, and

• Premium-performance: Latest car tyres from Goodyear
The futuristic ‘Oxygene’ photosynthesis tyre, that symbolises Goodyear’s
vision for clean mobility in the cities of the future, impressed the entire jury at
this year’s Creative Awards and won in the category ‘Best Green Idea’.
“The much-coveted Creative Award acknowledges our company’s innovative
power, as we are working towards the mobility solutions of tomorrow,”
summarizes Jürgen Titz, Goodyear’s Chairman of the DACH. With real moss
in the sidewall, the ‘Oxygene’ tyres trigger the process of photosynthesis to
match the manufacturer’s vision for better air quality in cities of the future.
The benefits of using these tyres? Saburo Miyabe, Chief Engineer at Goodyear
Germany: “If around 2.5 million cars would drive on moss tyres in a city like
Paris, there would be around 3,000 tonnes more oxygen and 4,000 tonnes
less carbon dioxide in the air.”

manage tires in a simple and efficient way
Vipal Rubber, a leader in Latin America and one of the world’s top tire
retread manufacturers, once again leads the way in technology and
innovation. The company has just launched Vipal Fleets, a new platform
that enables quick and accurate tire diagnostics. In fleets, the tool
also assists in inventory control, in addition to tire measurement and
management, informing the user about the need to remove the tires for
shipment to the retreader, thus, contributing to the fleets’ reduction in
cost per kilometer (CPK), among other benefits.
“Vipal Fleets is yet another tool that integrates Vipal’s service package
and its Authorized Customer Network, which offers a great opportunity
to generate efficient computer control in both tire performance
and inventory control, in addition to quick, accurate, and complete

Clean start to the future
The prototype of the ‘EfficientGrip Performance’ with ‘Electric Drive
Technology’ - a tyre especially designed to meet the specific demands of
the growing market of electric vehicles - will also be showcased in Germany.
The high-tech tyre will be on European roads by 2019. Miyabe explains the
technology behind this: “The tyre compensates better for the high torque
of electric vehicles and is exceptionally quiet. The tyre is also able to counter
the additional weight of the battery and scores with its extremely low rolling
resistance, which increases the range of electric vehicles.
Other highlights for cars include the Eagle F1 Asymmetric 3, in which the
manufacturer also provides a design for SUVs.

diagnostics. We consider it an indispensable tool for transportation’s
current reality,” says Leandro Rigon, Director of International Business
at Vipal Rubber.
The platform can be accessed from computers, tablets, and smartphones,
allowing the retreaders technical teams to perform fast and accurate
diagnostics, thereby reducing fleet response time. In cases there is a
Wi-Fi network outage or a data limitation, Vipal Fleets also works as an
application, which allows you to perform the necessary transactions,
including rotations, measurements, and data collection, which later, when
connected to the Internet, are updated automatically in the cloud. The
innovation is also designed to serve fleets that use RFID (Radio-Frequency

The Tyre Cologne is a new trade fair for tyres and wheels celebrating its

Identification) chips to identify their tires. In this case, the process will be

premiere from 29 May to 1 June 2018 in Cologne, Germany. The four-day

even faster and more accurate, allowing a high inventory control.

event is a business- and trend trade fair, and includes trade congresses, special

Among the information available in the Vipal Fleets management system

and other events.
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are: support for tire inventory, cost control, yield control, delivery and
evidence recording in cases of casing disposal with the retreader, as well
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Michelin launch a fuel saving tyre for
mid haulage fleets

as photo registration of a tire’s end of useful life, ensuring a follow-up

The French headquarters of Michelin has announced the arrival of a new

disposal a measuring tool capable of performing a complete tire analysis

range of tyres for regional haulage operations. The Michelin X Multi

without the need for a prior system registration. The agile diagnosis

Energy has been specifically produced for fleets with a special emphasis

makes it possible to avoid and predict the premature loss of tires,

on fuel saving.

reinforcing the importance of cost per kilometer (CPK). The real-time

This is the very first dedicated fuel saving tyre to be launched by Michelin

analysis provides a comprehensive, multi-indicator report that enables

outside of the long-haul sector and marks the next step in their product

you to make decisions based on one or more tire conditions.

replacement strategy for the X Multiway 3D regional tyre.
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from its first use until it becomes unusable.
With the Quick Diagnostic module, for example, technicians have at their
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USTMA pushes
for support of Ohio
Unsafe Used Tire Bill

Under the bill, those who install an unsafe used tire
would face a fine of no more than $1,000 and be
charged with a second-degree misdemeanor at minimum.

It’s no secret that unsafe used tires put consumers in
danger and many tire dealers’ reputations at risk.
And to promote that message during National Tire Safety Week, The U.S. Tire
Manufacturers Association joined Ohio state legislators Tuesday morning to

•

Sprague, who represents the Findley, Ohio-area where Cooper Tire
& Rubber Co. is located, said during a meeting with tire dealers on the bill, he
received overwhelming support.

support a bill that would prevent the installation of unsafe used tires on Ohio

“One of the tire dealers that we thought was going to be opposed to this bill

vehicles.

spoke up and said ‘you know, I wouldn’t sell a single one of my customers a

“All too often, unsafe, worn out tires contribute to traffic injuries or even
fatalities,” said Anne Forristall Luke, president and CEO of USTMA. “Ohio really
is the cradle of the tire manufacturing industry in the United States…therefore,
Ohio should be a leader in this initiative to ensure consumer safety from unsafe
used tires.”
Ohio Sen. Frank LaRose and Rep. Robert Sprague, both sponsors of the bill,
joined in urging the Ohio House to pass S.B. 223 and promote proper tire care
and maintenance.
“Safe used tires are fine to install on a car,“ said LaRose, whose district includes
Akron, Ohio-based Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. “What’s not fine is taking a tire
that you know is not safe to put on someone’s car and sending them out on the
road to potentially risk their lives and the lives of other motorists. If it’s illegal to
drive on, it should be illegal to install in the state of Ohio and that’s simply what
our piece of legislation does.”
As LaRose and Sprague made clear, the bill doesn’t ban all used tires. It targets
ones that have specific, well-established unsafe conditions. Those include tires
that have:
• 2/32s-in. tread depth on any area of the tread

tire that had any single one of those problems because I have my reputation to
uphold. In fact, I guarantee my tires for 6 months, and I would not put that tire
on anybody’s car,’” Sprague recalled from the meeting. “That’s how we ended
up getting that bill out of (the House) committee… because the tire dealers said
we do not want to be installing these tires.”
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, worn out tires
are three times more likely to be involved in a crash than tires with a sufficient
tread depth. In 2016, more than 700 fatalities were attributed to tire-related
causes.
“This is not something that’s happening in reputable stores in the state. Ohio’s
tire retailers are doing the right thing installing safe tires on people’s cars. Under
this bill, they can continue to do so even with used tires,” LaRose said. “This is
about consumer safety.”
The bill, which was introduced last September, passed the Ohio Senate in
December almost unanimously. It has passed through a committee in the
House and is awaiting a vote before the full House.
For around six years, USTMA has worked with states to pass legislation banning
the installation of unsafe used tires.

• Any repair or separation in the shoulder, belt, sidewall or bead area

Similar laws have passed in New Jersey and Colorado, Luke said. The tire

• Any damage that exposes the reinforcing plies of the tire including cuts,

manufacturer advocacy organization also initiated efforts to bring legislation

cracks, punctures, scrapes or wear
• No U.S. Department of Transportation identification number

on unsafe used tires forward in Florida, Georgia, Arizona, South Carolina and

Tire Review

Tennessee.

Evonik Singapore research hub functional by 2018
Evonik is to build its first research hub in Singapore which is expected to

Resource Efficiency GmbH.

start operations in 2018. The hub will act as the Asian platform for high

The development of the research hub is also supported by the Singapore

impact R&D focusing on functional surfaces and additive manufacturing.

Economic Development Board (EDB), which has been the company’s

The research hub will be situated in Biopolis, known as epicenter for

strategic partner in facilitating and growing its presence in Singapore over

entrepreneurial and groundbreaking R&D activities in Singapore.

the past years.

“The research hub in Singapore not only demonstrates our ongoing

The hub will also serve as a leading hotspot for top local and international

commitment to expand our R&D footprint in Asia but also reflects

talents to develop a strong R&D ecosystem in the region.

the growing significance of Asia in the global innovation landscape,”

In its first development stage, the new complex will offer around 50 jobs

said Dr. Claus Rettig, Chairman of the Board of Management, Evonik

at the location.
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THE TIRE
COLOGNE:
The winners of the
Kreativpreis 2018
announced

it possible for the customer or the customer
consultant in the tire specialised trade to
virtually equip his individual vehicle with new
wheels with the help of augmented reality, meaning a
mixing of the real with the virtual environment.

Even before THE TIRE COLOGNE officially opened its exhibition halls

Winner of the KREATIVPREIS Trade – Best Green Concept:

on 29 May 2018, the first highlight was already on the programme:

Project for electromobility from the team Reifen-Union GmbH & Co.

the Grand Opening event on the evening prior to the event with the

Top Service Team KG The TEAM cooperation has the important theme

announncement and honouring of the winners of this year’s Kreativpreis.

of “electromobility” as a strategic business area. The goal is to position

With the 2018 invitation to apply, the high quality award was awarded for

itself over the long term as a service provider for future-oriented and

the first time in two categories, subdivided into KREATIVPREIS Industry,

ecologically sustainable technologies. To this purpose, the TEAM

sponsored by THE TIRE COLOGNE, and KREATIVPREIS Trade, supported

shareholders will universally offer the VW e-Golf as a workshop loan car.

by the tire manufacturer HANKOOK. This differentiation does justice to

The charging infrastructure will of course also be supported in that the

the fact that the resources, for example, in matters of innovative strength

outlets will successively be equipped with the corresponding charging

and application capacities differ greatly for the trade and manufacturers.

stations.

With the award, the German tire retailers and vulcanisation trade

Winner of the KREATIVPREIS Trade – Best Future Concept:

association (BRV), industry sponsor of the new industry trade air, has
been distinguishing great achievements of the German tire industry
for many years. Honoured are solutions and products demonstrating
a great deal of innovation and creativity that provide the industry with
impulses and provide best practice examples.
KREATIVPREIS Industry and KREATIVPREIS Trade were awarded in three
categories respectively:
- Innovation of the year – honouring of a creative concept with a high
level of innovation, meaning the successful introduction of a novel
product or service.

Future-oriented consultation and communication technology of Reifen
Fricke GmbH A new mobile consultation tool was already launched at
the beginning of the year. The tool is a visual aid for sales consultation
that places argumentation guidelines and examples in the hands of the
customer consultant on loction.
Winner of the KREATIVPREIS Industry – Innovation of the year:
MICHELIN Track Connect from Michelin
MICHELIN Track Connect is the first coherent, app-based coaching
offering for automotive and driving enthusiasts that is perfectly
coordinated with the needs of amateur pilots at track day events.

- Best Green Concept - recognition of creative concepts that are

MICHELIN Track Connect supports pilots before, during and after the

exemplary in the fields of economy, ecology and social matters, and are

races with recommendations and analyses for the optimal calibration

committed to long term sustainability.

of the tire air pressure coordinated specifically with the vehicle and the

- Best Future Concept – development of a product/service with which

driving conditions.

future business areas can be served, and which generates new demand

Winner of the KREATIVPREIS Industry – Best Green Concept:

impulses. The many received applications were evaluated by a jury

Oxygene – Goodyear’s concept tires for clean mobility in the cities of the

of experts on the basis of a strict catalogue of criteria and the winners

future Emissions, material waste and energy losses in the urban space

selected. The jury of the Kreativpreis 2018 was composed of Sascha

can be reduced with the futuristic moss tires. The “Oxygene“ cleans the

Berck, Marketing Manager D/A/CH for the ATL division of Hankook Reifen

air through photosynthesis, processes rubber rubber flour from recycled

Deutschland GmbH; Stephan Helm, Chairman of the German tire retailers

old tires, produces its own electricity through the storage of energy and

and vulcanisation trade association (BRV); Yorick M. Lowin, BRV managing

communicates at light speed.

director; Dr. Matthias Schubert, Chairman of the business management

Winner of the KREATIVPREIS Industry – Best Future Concept:

of TÜV Rheinland; Olaf Tewes, Editor-in Chief of AutoRäderReifen Gummibereifung; Christoph Werner, member of the business management
of Koelnmesse, Vice President Trade Fair Management.
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This is a tablet-based virtual tool that makes

the BORBET AERO INSERTS for wheels with pioneering aerodynamics
and the individual esprit of Borbet GmbH AERO Inserts is a development
of Borbet GmbH, which reduce or hardly influence the wheel weight, and

The winners of the Kreativpreis 2018 at a glance

in this way significantly reduce air resistance - based on the results of

Winner of the KREATIVPREIS Trade – Innovation of the year:

calculations and measurements that BORBET carried out in cooperation

the ecompro WheelWizard from ecompro IT-Dienstleistungen GmbH.

with the University of Applied Sciences Nuremberg (TH Nürnberg).
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